In the following comments we employ the notation and definitions of [1]. The first comment answers a question raised in [1] by giving an example of a necessary and sufficient subfield which cannot be induced by a statistic. The second remark clarifies this example somewhat by discussing the connection between statistics and subfields in general. It was hoped that this connection would be so close as to provide the answer to another question raised in [1]: whether the existence of a necessary and sufficient subfield implies that of a necessary and sufficient statistic. However, an example given at the end of the second comment shows that such a result cannot be proved without making deeper use of sufficiency.
A counter example.
The following result was communicated to us by David Blackwell. LEMMA 
(Blackwell). Let So be a proper subfield of S and suppose that for each x the set { x} consisting of the single point x is in So . Then So cannot be induced by a statistic.
PnooF. Suppose there exists such a statistic, say T, and letT be the field of sets B in the range of T such that F 1 (B) c S. Since { x} c S0 , there exists B c T such that F 1 (B) = {x}, and, by definition ofT, a setA c S such thatT(A) =B. We therefore have T-1 [T(A)] = {x}, and since always F 1 [T(A)] :::> A, we have that T-1 [T(x)] = x for all x. Therefore, if A is any set in S, we see that with E and F in So . Then S is a field containing So . We take (X, S) to be the sample space. To define P, let G and H be fixed sets in So such that
where p* and p* denote inner and outer Lebesgue measure. Let D = H -G, and for any set
Halmos shows that X is a measure on S such that X = p on So . Let the set P of probability measures on S consist of the two measures X and p., where J.L is defined by dp. = 2xdX.
It is easily seen that in this case (i) So is a necessary and sufficient subfield 
This, together with (iii), implies that the ·subfield induced by To is essentially a subfield of ST . However, To induces S itself, so that ST must be equivalent to S.
Thus ST is equivalent to So and also to S. We conclude that So is equivalent to S, that is, So = S[S, P]. Since M is in S, and P contains X, this conclusion implies that there exists a set in So, Eo say, such that the symmetric difference of Eo and M is of X-measure zero. This is, however, a contradiction, since the symmetric difference in question is EoM + EoM, and its X-measure is not less
2. The connection between subfields and statistics. The above Lemma of Blackwell provides a necessary condition for a subfield to be inducible by a statistic. We shall now obtain a necessary and sufficient condition. As is pointed out in [1] , any subfield So of S induces a partition .,... if we put x ""x', provided for all Ao c So we have x c Ao ¢=> x' c Ao. Let E" denote the set of.,... containing x. Then we may characterize E" as the largest set containing x and such that for all Ao c So either E" ~ Ao or Ez C Ao.
Not every partition .,... can be induced by a subfield of S, and if it can there may be more than one subfield inducing it. Let us denote by C ... the (possibly empty) class of all subfields of S that induce.,. contains any S1 that induces.,..., this will establish that S,.. is the largest member of c".
Let E~ be the set of .,..., containing x. Then E: is the intersection of all A e s .. that contain x. Since by definition of S,.. all of these sets also contain Ez it follows that E" C E~ , as was to be proved.
We can now state This shows that So = S,.. and hence that S,.. can be induced by a statistic.
On the other hand, let T be any statistic whose subfield So induces .,... and let
It follows from the characterization of E" givenearlierthatF" C E:e. Therefore, A c S,.., x c A ==> Fz ~A, and hence A e So. It follows that So = S,...
One might hope that Lemma 3 would establish the existence of a necessary and sufficient statistic as S,.. , where . , . . . is the partition induced by a necessary and sufficient subfield. Unfortunately, however, the notion of statistic is not invariant under equivalence [S, P] . A subfield equivalent to a statistic need not itself be a statistic. In an attempt to avoid this difficulty, one may define a pseudo-statistic as any subfield equivalent to a statistic. If Lemma 3 remained valid for pseudostatistics in the sense that a member of C ... is a pseudo-statistic if and only if it is equivalent to S.,.. , this would establish the desired result.
The following example shows that this stronger version of Lemma 3 is not correct. LetS ... be the class of all Lebesgue sets on the real line and 80 the class of all Lebesgue sets differing only by a set 0 from a set symmetric with respect to the origin. Clearly, {x} e So for all x so that So e C .... Also So is a pseudostatistic since it is equivalent to the subfield induced by T(x) = lxl. But clearly So and S,. are not equivalent.
